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Company: Henkel

Location: Elmadağ

Category: other-general

At Henkel, you can build on a strong legacy and leading positions in both industrial and

consumer businesses to reimagine and improve life every If you love challenging the

status quo, join our community of over 50,000 pioneers around the Our teams at Henkel

Consumer Brands continuously drive the evolution in dynamic categories: Laundry & Home

Care and With our trusted brands, including Persil and Schwarzkopf, our cutting-edge

technologies and our disruptive solutions, you will have countless opportunities to explore new

paths and develop your Grow within our future-led businesses, our diverse and vibrant culture

and find a place where you simply All to leave your mark for more sustainable

Dare to make an impact?

YOUR ROLE

Make sure the team under supervision follows safety procedures and rules

Support manufacturing on a daily basis – accountable for safety, quality and performance

such as OEE, MTBF and material yield

Conduct process optimization utilizing continuous improvement tools that improves cost,

output, yields and performance

Solve short & long term process issues through solid root cause analysis & implement
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Carry out production according to the defined standards of process and taking actions

to improve the process

Plan, develop and realize autonomous maintenance programs in order to ensure

compliance of machines

Ensure realization of planned production program

Ensure that material yields are within company standards

Determine training needs of operators

Improve the production methods for developing the quality of the packages & products 

YOUR SKILLS

University degree in Mechanical, Electrical and Electronical Engineering or similar field

Minimum 2 years of experience in production field

Knowledge of Kaizen, Lean and/or TPM activities is preferred

Good command of English language

Good level of MS Office knowledge

Self-motivated, advanced communication skills & result oriented

Locate or open to relocate to Ankara

At Henkel, we come from a broad range of backgrounds, perspectives, and life We believe

the uniqueness of all our employees is the power in Become part of the team and bring your

uniqueness to us! We look for a diverse team of individuals who possess different

backgrounds, experiences, personalities and
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